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ABSTRACT
The Kyoto Protocol introduced emission trading to help reduce the cost of compliances
for the Annex B countries that have absolute caps. However, we need to expand the
emission trading to cover developing countries in order to achieve the maximum benefits
from both higher environment quality and lower abatement cost. In this sense, the
emission trading scheme at a global level in the future needs to consider the inclusion of
countries with intensity caps as well as with absolute caps, since many countries,
including developing countries and the United States, are interested in intensity caps.
In this thesis, we aim to address the issue of two different emission cap-setting methods,
absolute and intensity caps, under international emission trading; How would the changes
in BAU emission levels and GDP affect the market-clearing price, total cost, and costs
for the affected countries? What would be the differences in the price and costs when a
country with an intensity cap is the trading partner instead of one with an absolute cap?
A two-country mathematical model is developed to answer these questions. The model
analysis shows that there are complex interactions among the elasticities of price and
costs in response to the changes in emissions and GDP of the affected countries. For the
same emission size countries, the BAU condition changes of a country have greater
impacts on the own cost changes than the changes of the trading partner do. For the
different size emission countries, the relative size of emissions of the countries is the key
factor to determine the total cost and its distribution to each country. The changes of the
bigger emission country tend to dominate the trading system in terms of price and costs.
Generally, we can conclude that selection of proper caps should be made considering the
relative size of emissions and commitment levels of the affected countries, their marginal
coefficients and own characteristics of correlation between GDP and emissions.
Thesis Supervisor: A. Denny Ellerman
Executive Director of the MIT Center for Energy and Environmental Policy Research
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview
Global climate change is a collective problem, not a problem restricted to any particular
nation. Therefore it is highly unlikely that, without any incentives or other nations'
cooperation to combat climate change, a nation will voluntarily limit its economic
activities in order to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. In order to solve this
global problem, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol were established. The Kyoto Protocol entered into
force on 16 February 2005. However, there are major problems that are still unresolved.
First, the Kyoto Protocol exempted developing countries from emission reduction
commitments, while imposing reduction commitments on developed countries. Second,
the United States did not ratify the Protocol, leaving one of the major GHG emitters
outside the Protocol. Therefore, the Kyoto Protocol, without any change from the current
situation, cannot provide a successful environmental improvement by decreasing
greenhouse gases as drastically as expected, which creates the need to consider more
feasible and effective solutions to combat global climate change.
The Protocol introduced three 'flexible mechanisms', so-called Kyoto Mechanisms, to
help reduce the cost of compliances for the Annex B countries.' The Kyoto mechanisms
include Joint Implementation,2 Clean Development Mechanism, 3 and Emission Trading.
Among the three, emission trading has been proven as effective in enhancing
environmental quality and reducing cost at the same time through the SO 2 emission
trading experience as Ellerman et al. (2003) showed. Emission trading ensures that the
Annex B countries are the countries that have obligations to reduce their GHG
emissions by certain amounts assigned by the Protocol.
2 Joint Implementation allows for Annex 1 Parties to obtain emission reduction units by
implementing projects that reduce emissions or remove carbon from the atmosphere, in
other Annex 1 parties.
3 Clean Development Mechanism is similar to Joint Implementation except that Annex 1
parties implement projects to reduce emissions or remove carbon from the atmosphere in
non-Annex 1 parties.
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emission reductions take place where the cost of the reduction is the lowest, thus
lowering the overall costs of combating climate change. (Tom Tietenberg, 2003)
Currently, the Protocol allows only the Annex B countries to participate in emission
trading, which would fail to maximize the economic benefits that could have been gained
by including developing countries as participants.
Meanwhile, the Protocol introduced an absolute cap so as to set a national GHG emission
cap for Annex B countries; however, its absolute character is often criticized with an
expectation that it would result in excessive emission reductions without consideration of
possible changes in the national economic and energy situations of affected countries and
would consequently increase their economic burdens. Intensity caps have been
introduced with an intention to overcome these shortcomings of absolute caps. Intensity
is the quantity of emissions per unit of some measure of input or output, which for
simplicity and relevance we specify to be GDP. People tend to perceive intensity caps as
less stringent compared to absolute caps in that intensity caps would lead to less emissino
reduction in the end. However, Ellerman and Wing (2003) showed that this is a wrong
perception; under certainty, there is no difference in abatement costs and amounts. Under
uncertainty, as in real life, actual growth rates of an economy relative to expectations
determine which one would be more stringent than the other. If economy and emissions
grow more quickly than was expected at the time emission caps were negotiated, a nation
with an absolute cap would suffer from the economic losses caused by the larger amounts
of abatement needed, compared to a nation with an intensity cap. Conversely, if economy
and emissions grow slowly than expected, a nation with an absolute cap would have a
much looser cap than it should have, while a nation with an intensity cap still has a
reasonably stringent cap adjusted by the economic change. In an extreme case, it could
even have hot air as shown in Russia's case under the Kyoto Protocol.
Many developing countries as well as the United States seem to still prefer intensity caps,
even though the Protocol already set emission targets for the affected countries using the
absolute cap method and some researchers have elucidated why intensity caps are not
always less stringent then absolute caps as mentioned above. Therefore, emission trading
at a global level in the near future is expected to include countries with intensity caps in
12
addition to countries with absolute caps in order to encourage participations of as many
countries as possible in the efforts to mitigate climate change. In this paper, we will
investigate the effect of having trading partners with intensity caps in the global emission
trading scheme.
1.2. Objective
This thesis will especially address the issue of two different emission cap-setting methods
under emission trading. How would the changes in BAU emission levels and GDP affect
the market-clearing price, total cost, and costs for the affected countries? What would be
the differences in price and costs when a country with an intensity cap is the trading
partner instead of one with an absolute cap? A mathematical model is developed to
answer these questions.
More specifically, we will investigate, through mathematical models and simulations, the
characteristics of the market-clearing price, total abatement cost and respective abatement
costs for the affected countries under various circumstances for three cases: Case 1) both
countries have absolute caps; Case 2) one of the countries has an absolute cap, while the
other has an intensity cap; and Case 3) both countries have intensity caps for their
commitments. To make the case simple, the participants in the emission trading are
confined to two countries; however, it still affords insight into the issue of emission
trading with different cap methods. Case 1 is considered as a base case and the
differences among the cases are observed to explain the differences between the two caps.
This research will make it possible to understand the relative benefits and different
outcomes of each cap under the uncertainty. Furthermore, it will give insight into the
selection of an appropriate cap within emission trading under different situations, based
on the quantitative analysis.
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1.3. Organization
First, we develop a theoretical two-country model to investigate the effects of the changes
in emission levels and GDP on the market-clearing price, total abatement cost, and costs
for each country. Based on the equations for price and costs in the model, we derive the
elasticities of price and costs in response to the changes in the BAU conditions. This
makes it possible to investigate how the individual parameter such as emission level and
GDP changes affects price and cost changes. Lastly, the combined effects of changes in
emission levels and GDP are observed under different caps through a simple case study,
which will give an idea how the selection of different caps by the trading parties makes a
difference in price and costs under the uncertainty in the future.
14
CHPATER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Annelene Decaux (1999) studied abatement cost issues, exploring how abatement costs
differ across countries and why they are different. She generated marginal abatement
curves (MACs) from the MIT Emissions Prediction and Policy Analysis (EPPA) model,
showing that they provide an indicator of the cost of abatement and that they can be
plugged into a microeconomic spreadsheet model to quickly study a variety of market
scenarios of CO 2 emission permits. Beyond developing the MACs, she simulated
illustrative cases to address the relationship between abatement costs and emission
trading, finding the following; 1) trading is always better than no trading; 2) limitations
on imports have perverse effects on the distribution of gains; and 3) participation of
developing countries in emission trading would decrease world welfare loss.
Ellerman and Sue Wing (2003) compared characteristics of absolute and intensity caps
with illustrative cases. According to them, the prevailing impression people have that
intensity caps are less stringent than absolute caps is not right, considering uncertainty in
economies of countries in the future. The relative stringency between absolute caps and
intensity caps is determined by the differences between expected and the actual GDP
during the period of abatement reduction, even though both caps are set up equivalently
based on the expectations at the time of setting the caps. To overcome the shortcomings
of both caps, they introduced an indexed cap that combines both absolute caps and
intensity caps in such a way that relative weights are determined by an "indexing
parameter." Depending on the magnitude of an indexing parameter, indexed caps can
have more of the characteristics of absolute caps or intensity caps.
Both studies mentioned above address the issues of emission trading with different
marginal abatement curves and selection of different cap settings respectively. In addition
to these two studies, research has been done actively on each of the relevant issues.
However, not many researchers have attempted to analyze a case of international
emission trading with intensity caps, or with absolute caps and intensity caps at the same
time.
15
Recently, Jotzo and Pezzey (2005) studied on optimal intensity targets for emission
trading. They derived the optimal degree of indexation to GDP for countries through a
simulation and found that each country has its own desirable degree of indexation. They
argued that intensity targets are expected to reduce cost in general while admitting that
intensity targets have complex characteristics.
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CHAPTER 3. DEVELOPMENT OF THEORETICAL MODEL
3.1. Theoretical Model Background
In the present research, a theoretical two-country model is developed to investigate the
effect of changes in business as usual (BAU) GDP and emission levels from the
expectations of the market-clearing price and total abatement cost of countries. In the
model, two countries are obliged to reduce their emissions by a certain amount, according
to their respective commitment levels and trade emission permits, in order to minimize
the total abatement costs while meeting their emission reduction requirements. We
limited the participants in the emission trading to two countries, Country A and Country
B, making the case simple while allowing a full understanding of the issue. We assume
that they have a respective linear marginal curve as follows: Let q0 denote a BAU
emission level and q denote an actual emission level influenced by implementation of the
reduction commitment, for country L
(1) MCa =aa-.
(2) MCb =b(q -q).
Here a and b denote an abatement coefficient of each country, which is a characteristic
parameter of that country.
In order to investigate the effect of different kinds of cap, absolute and intensity cap in
the model, the following three cases will be simulated: Case 1) both countries adopt
absolute caps, Case 2) one country adopts an absolute cap while the other adopts an
intensity cap, and Case 3) both countries adopt intensity caps.
The amount of emissions of a country that should actually be abated is the difference
between its BAU emission level and the cap assigned, which are expressed as the
following for the three cases:
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Case 1: ka = qa -qa, kb qb - qb -
o o -o0Case 2: ka =qa -qa, kb -qb -rYb -
Case 3: ka =qo -Ya , kb =qb -_b
Let k1 , ,q r , and y" denote the required abatement amount, absolute cap level,
intensity limit and BAU GDP level of country I.
3.2. Price
If two countries commit to achieve emission reductions at the same time, and the
marginal costs associated with those reductions are different, a country with lower
autarkic marginal cost would want to sell credits by reducing emissions more than
reducing the commitment level to create additional credits for selling to a country with
higher autarkic marginal cost. By abating more, the lower cost country creates a right to
emit, or emissions permits, which it can sell to the higher cost country. The difference in
the marginal cost associated with each country's commitment in the absence of trade
creates a potential gain to be shared in some manner between the two countries. The
aggregate emission reduction will be achieved at the least cost when the countries trade
until their marginal abatement costs are equal, at what will then be the market-clearing
price for the right to emit carbon. Therefore, the market-clearing price is the point on the
marginal curve needed to satisfy two conditions: 1) marginal abatement costs of each
country are the same; and 2) the sum of emissions from the both country should be same
as the sum of the reduction compliances. These conditions can be expressed in the
following equations when qj denotes the level of emission of country I:
0~q 0q-
(3) P=MCa =MCb = a a) =b(qb-
(4) qa +qb =qa +qb-
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If you plug equation (4) into equation (3), the price can be expressed as:
q(5 +p q -(qa +qb) ab(5) P= = b(ka+kb)-1 1 a+b
a b
As we can see from equation (5), the market-clearing price is proportional to the sum of
the abatement requirements and influenced by the abatement coefficients of the marginal
curves of each country. As commitment is more stringent, in other words, as countries are
obliged to reduce greater amounts of emissions, the price gets more expensive. In
addition, as marginal costs for countries to reduce emissions are higher, the price gets
higher too.
3.3. Total Cost
The total abatement cost can be calculated by integrating the marginal abatement curves.
Without any emission trading, the total cost of the two countries is:
1 -2 1 2(6) TC=-a-ka +-b-kb2 2
However, with an emission trading scheme, the abatement level for each trading partner
would be different from that party's commitment level since we can import or export
emission permits, depending on whether the autarkic marginal cost is higher or lower
compared to that of another county. Therefore, the total abatement cost under emission
trading is:
2 2
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More simply, TC can be expressed as a function of the market-clearing price, P , using
equation (3), as the following:
1 P 2  1 P 2  a+b 2(8) TC=-a(-) +-b(-) = P
2 a 2 b 2ab
This equation shows that the total abatement cost is proportional to the square of the price,
which implies that price and total abatement cost are dependent on the reduction
commitment levels of each country. If both countries with the same marginal curves have
tighter caps (i.e., the reduction abatement requirements are doubled), they will end up
with twice as high a market-clearing price and four times as high total cost.
3.4. Cost For Each Country
The equation of the total cost for each country has a rather complicated form. First, the
total cost of country A is equal to the cost of country A having controlled emissions to
the level of qa plus the payment for the emission permit trade, when country A buys
permits due to a lower autarkic marginal cost. The payment of country A to country B is
price times trade amount, P(qa - q,). Therefore, the cost of country A (cost A) to meet
commitment is:
1 2
2
Here qa can be substituted with q -- so that TCa can be expressed with a function of
a
P and ka as the following:
20
1 0 2 1 P 2TCa = 2aa ~ q)2+ qa ~ a)= -(-)2 2 a
P P
a) P(k )
a 2a
Conversely, when country A sells permits, cost A is the sum of abatement cost and
payment by country B, -a(qa -q,)2 P(qa -qa).2 Therefore, the last term of the left
hand side of the equation (10) is still the same.
In the same way to calculate cost A, we can obtain the equation of the total cost of
country B (TCb) as the following:
(11) TCb = p(kb
P
2b
3.5. Summary
In the two-country model, we derived a general form of equations of the market-clearing
price, cost of country A and country B, and total cost, using ki , the required reduction
amount of emission of country I. However, according to the cap-setting method that a
country chooses between absolute and intensity caps, each cap has a different function for
k. Therefore, each equation of the market-clearing price, cost of country A and country
B, and total cost for the three cases we assume in this research can be more specifically
written as a function of the BAU emission and GDP levels and their caps as shown in
Table 1.
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(10)
= -- +P(ka
2 a
+ p[q P )-qaa a
a
Table 1. Price, Total cost, and costs of each country for Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3
Case 1
p ab [qa + q' -(qa +qb )]
a + ba b a
ab 
-2
TC (aa+q-(qa +qb
2(a +b) +qb a
TC b [(qa -q )+(q -7b)][(2a+b)(qa0 -)-b(qg -qb)]
a 2(a+b)2
ab 00 -0 -0
TCb a 2 [(qa -)+(qb -qb)][(a+ 2 b)(qo -qb)- a(qa -qA ]
2(a +b)
Case 2
p ab 0q 0 q -P b ±qb -(b a +Yb Yb)]
a+b
TC ab [(qa +qb -(qa +bb)]2
2(a +b)
ab 0- o 0 0
TCa 2 [(q -qa )+(qb -Yb .y)][(2a+b)(qa -q )-b(qb -Yb 'Yb)]
2(a + b)
ab 0- o 0
b TCb ab2 (q qa )+(qb -Yb .yb)][(a+2 b)(q0 -Yb )-a(qa -q)]
2(a + b)
Case 3
abab [q 0  0 -
ab +q b -Ya -Ya +Yb 'Yb)]
ab [(qo 0 - 2
TC 2 ab) a +qb (Ya -Ya +Y b Yb)]
ab 0- 0 0-0
TCa a 2 Ya y )+(qb -Yb y -)][(2a+b)(qa Ya ya)-b(qb -Yb Yb)l
2(a +b)
ab [(q 0- )[a+ b( 0- - 0-
TCb a 2 (a -Ya ya) + (qb -YbYb y)][(a+2 b)(q$ -Yb Yb)-a(qa -Ya Ya
2(a+b)
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CHAPTER 4. ANAYSIS OF ELASTICITIES
4.1. Development Of Elasticities
This chapter will explain how the market-clearing price, cost A and cost B and the total
cost of the two countries are influenced by the changes in BAU emission and GDP levels
with absolute and/or intensity caps.
For a function F that is a function of three variables, X, Y, and Z, the change in F is the
sum of partial changes in F caused by changes in each variable as the following:
(13) dF = FdX + FdY + FdZ,
where F, F and F. denote the first derivative of the function F regarding x, y, and z
respectively. In addition, percentage change in F can be obtained by dividing equation
(13) with F and also can be modified as the following:
dF F F F Fx dX FydY Fz dZ(14) =-XdX+ 1dY+ zdZ +
F F F z F X F Y F Z
X Y z
This equation can be written in a simpler form by introducing a concept of elasticity, 7,
which represents the percentage change in function F in response to the percentage
changes in each variable, X, Y, and Z. The q is elasticity that measures the responsiveness
of one variable in relation to another; the 7FX is an elasticity of F to X, which implies
how much percentage of F changes with a percentage change in X. Equation (14) can be
rewritten using 77:
(15) F =0 7X X + 77F Y )FZ Z
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when each variable with a hat denotes its percentage change. For example, when X, Y,
and Z increase by a, b and c% respectively, F changes by ai7FX + b7FY + C7FZ %-
We can introduce the concept of elasticity, q7, to the two-country model in order to
explain the responsiveness of the price, costs A and B, and the total cost in relation to the
changes in BAU emissions and GDP levels of the countries. As shown in section 3.1, the
price, cost A and B, and total cost are a function of the BAU emission and GDP levels of
0 0 0 0each country, qa, qb, ya, and yb . Therefore, the general form of the equations showing
percentage changes of each parameter under the changes in the BAU conditions of each
country are:
(16) P'.=17pqoqa +)7Pgqiq + 7yo a +l,,pyo ,
01 0 " 0 '0
(16) T =cq oa + q + y a + yrcY^ b
(18) T Ka C q Sa +l7 cq h1+Tc~y Ya +1rc~ y pband0 0 0 A 0
(19) TCb =-77Cq a + rcq qb +TCc yq Ya +0 1 CyT Y -
aq( hq TYa ± 7hy~b
Depending on the selection of the instruments countries want to choose in the emission
trading, some elasticities become zero as shown in table 2. For example, when both
countries have absolute caps, GDP changes have no effect on price, cost A and B, and
total cost other than as GDP may affect emissions. Therefore the elasticities responding
to GDP changes are equal to zero. However, accepting intensity caps introduces an
additional effect since the cap will now be adjusted in response to the changes in GDP
and this will have a further effect on price, cost A and cost B, and total cost in addition to
the whatever the effect of GDP on emissions.
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4.2. Price
4.2.1. Elasticity of price with regard to BAU emission changes
4.2.1.1. Elasticity of price with regard to the BAU emission change of country A
Elasticity of price in relation to qO is the ratio of BAU emissions to
requirements of both countries as shown in equation (20):
(20)
the sum of reduction
0
7Pqa (ka +kb)
Effect of the emission size
As shown in the equation, the bigger emitter country A is, the greater is the elasticity
when the emission size of country B is fixed. This means that the price changes with a
greater magnitude in response to the same changes in qO when country A is a big emitter.
Conversely, if country A has a trading partner, country B that is a big emitter, its own
price elasticity with regard to q declines. This happens because the big emission size of
0
country B reduces the effect of q . In contrast, having a small emitter as a trading partner
enhances the effect of q0 on the price so that the price becomes more sensitive to the
changes in q.
To see the effect of the emission size of country A, we can rewrite the equation with an
assumption that levels of commitment caps are proportional to BAU emission levels (for
example, if our BAU emission level were Q, we would set up a cap considering the
emission level Q such as 0.8Q), as the following:
25
( 0 0\0(21) r/,q -- = a _ Qa _ 0_ _ 05(ka + kb) x(qa +qb X) x(a + qb)
where x is the emission reduction ratio (for example, if we set up a cap as 0.8 qa, x is
0.2). As shown in equation (21), the elasticity is a fractional function with an asymptote,
which means the elasticity would not increase infinitely as country A produces more
emissions but rather increase rapidly at small qO and then stay flat when qa is large.
This implies that whether country A produces 1500 or 1700 MMT of emissions does not
make a big difference in its elasticity while whether country A produces 300 or 500
MMT of emissions can make a significant difference. However, the emission size of
country B will determine the level of the differences in the elasticity. Meanwhile, when
1both countries have the same size of emissions, the elasticity is always -. In this case,
2x
the emission size of both countries does not matter.
6
BAU emission of country B=1 00
- - - - BAU emission of country B=750
S-- -BAU emission of country B=1 500
wI
S------- -
01
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
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Figure 1. Elasticity of price with regard to the changes in the BAU emissions of country A
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Figure 1 is the illustrative example of the case where the emission caps of both countries
are set at 80% levels of their BAU emission levels (in other words, x is 0.2 in equation
(21)). The 7 pq o is calculated for the cases in which qO is 100, 750, and 1500 MMC, 4
respectively. The x-axis shows the emission size of country A and the y-axis shows the
elasticity of the price. In Figure 1, we can see that the slope of the elasticity curve is steep
at the first part and becomes more flat as country A is a larger emitter, as we expected
from the equation. The market-clearing price will respond to the changes in emission
level of country A with a greater sensitivity when country A is a large emitter than when
country A is a small emitter. Meanwhile, the own price elasticity of country A is high
when the other trading partner, country B, is a small emitter such as 100MMT, while
when country B is a large emitter such as 1500MMT, the effect of the changes in BAU
emission level of country A on the price decreases. Since x is 0.2, the possible maximum
elasticity is 5, which is proven by the solid line curve in the figure with 100MMT
approaching to 5 as q increases. The red dots in the figure are the points where both
countries have the same emissions, which are all the same as 2.5 regardless of the
emission size.
Effect of stringency of caps
The elasticity is inversely proportional to x as shown in Equation (21), which implies that
countries with tighter caps have lower elasticity. Accordingly, the more stringent caps
countries have, the less sensitively the price responses to the BAU emission changes. For
I
example, when we set up a cap as 80% of the BAU emission level, x is 0.2 and -
x
1becomes to 5; when we set up a cap as 90% level, - becomes to 10. Therefore, the
x
elasticity for the countries with 90% level caps is twice as much as with 80% level caps.
4 I chose those three numbers for BAU emission levels of country B considering world
emission data, which ranges approximately from 20 to 1500MMT. Among countries, the
amounts 100, 750, and 1500 MMC are similar to the emission levels of France, China,
and the US in 2000.
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1Meanwhile, the possible maximum elasticity is - and cannot exceed it even when
x
country A is a large emitter and country B is a small emitter. Accordingly, the possible
maximum elasticity is 5 when caps are set as 80% levels, while the maximum possible
elasticity becomes to 10 if caps get tighter as 90%.
4.2.1.2. Elasticity of price with regard to the BAU emission change of country B
The 7Po has the same characteristics as i o , since they have the same form only if we
substitute qb for q0, as the following:
0
(22) 0 qb(22 1 Pqb (ka + kb)
The price elasticity, 77Pqo and 7 o , can be seen as size-weighted shares.
4.2.2. Elasticity of price with regard to BAU GDP changes
4.2.2.1. Elasticity of price with regard to the BAU GDP change of country A
The elasticity of price in relation to ya is slightly different from what we see in 4.2.1, in
that it has a different numerator, which is the required reduction emission level of country
A, as follows:
0
(23) 17p -o YaYa(ka +kb)
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In the equation, the intensity cap, Ya , is set based on the expectation of the BAU
emission level
- Y1a
as qa ,where q, is the required emission level and E(ya) is the
E(ya)
expected BAU GDP level.
0
-qa 
-E(yo4
a) 
. Since
(ka + kb )
0
Ya
E(ya)
Therefore, if we substitute q, for Y , 77,o becomes0E(y,)
is close to 1, we can simplify the equation as the following:
(24) iqpo= -qa( (ka +kb)
Relationship between r7g7 and 77po
With the same assumption in the previous section that caps are set as proportional to
emission levels, r/p . can be expressed as a function of x and 1lPqo by substituting qa
0
with (1 - x)qa as follows:
(25) py -(1- x)q (
x(qa +qb) a
The interesting point with ipo is that it is not a function of GDP but a function of
emission levels of both countries and moreover, it is proportional to r7Pqo . The only
differences between lqO and qpyo are the following two points: one is that they have
opposite signs each other; and the other is that they have different numerator as shown in
equation (25), which makes l, 2 since qa is usually set as smaller than qa.
The first point enhances or reduces the effects of the changes in emissions and GDP
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depending on the correlation between the two when a country has an intensity cap. If both
emissions and GDP of the country increase (decrease), the effects of changes cancel out
due to the opposite signs of the elasticities. However, if the emissions increase (decrease)
and the GDP decreases (increases), the effects of the changes are amplified in such a way
that the price changes by a greater amount than in the case where the country has an
absolute cap. The second point implies that the effect of the emission changes on price is
greater than that of the GDP changes.
Effect of the emission size and stringency of caps
Since llp o is negatively proportional to 7Pqo ,lq, has a symmetric structure of 77Pqo
0
with regard to q . It declines rapidly at first and stays flat as q increases. We can
simulate a simple case to investigate the effect of changes in yo on price. The same
assumption as in section 4.2.1 is applied - that the caps of both countries are set at 80%
levels of their BAU emission levels, which makes 77py. equal to -0.877q . The market-
clearing price responds to the changes in yo with a greater sensitivity when country A is
a large emitter than when country A is a small emitter. In addition, the own price
elasticity of country A is high when the other trading partner, country B, is a small
emitter such as 1 OOMMT, while when country B is a large emitter such as 1500MMT, the
effect of the changes in BAU emission level of country A on the price decreases.
As already mentioned above to explain the effect of the stringency of caps on 7Pq(O,
countries with tighter caps have lower elasticity. Accordingly, the more stringent caps
countries have, the less sensitively the price responses to the BAU GDP changes. Since x
is 0.2, the possible maximum elasticity (from a point of view of absolute value) is -4,
which is proven by the solid line curve in the figure with 1OOMMT approaching to -4 as
q increases. The red dots in the figure are the points where both countries have the same
emissions, which are all the same as 2 regardless of the emission size.
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4.2.2.2. Elasticity of price with regard to the BAU GDP change of country B
The 7 py . has the same characteristics as 77yo , since they have the same form only if we
substitute yby for -ya, as the following:
- 0~
ypo= YbYb _ -qbb (k +kb (ka+kb) -(l-X)71Pqo
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Figure 2. Elasticity of price with regard to the changes in the BAU GDP of country A
4.3. Total Cost
As shown in Table 2, the elasticity of total cost in response to BAU emissions and GDP
is twice that of price. Therefore, the elasticity of total cost has exactly the same
characteristics of that of price, except that the responsiveness is twice that of price. Figure
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Figure 3. Elasticity of total cost with regard to the changes in the BAU emissions of country
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Figure 4. Elasticity of total cost with regard to the changes in the BAU GDP of country A
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3 & 4 illustrates the effect of BAU emission and GDP levels, which has the same trend
and characteristics of the elasticity of price according to changes in BAU emission and
GDP levels.
4.4. Cost for Country A
4.4.1. Elasticity of cost A with regard to BAU emission changes of country A
The elasticity of cost for each country is
2qa[(2a+b)ka +akb](27) 7C q" a-(ka + kb )[(2a + b)ka - bkb]
It has a complex form with more variables involved including the marginal curve
coefficients of country A and country B, a and b, as well as the BAU emission level of
country A.
The point where the denominator becomes to zero is the one where its own cost is equal
to the trading profits. When we assume that country A is a seller, its own required
reduction cost is Ia(qa - qa)2 and the profit from the trading is Ia(qa - q)2
2 2
respectively. When the profit is greater than the reduction cost, country A makes profits
through the abatement activities. That happens when ka = b kb , where the
reduction cost is equal to the profit.
Other than that case, its own increase in the emissions leads to an increase in its own cost
in a weighted form of the elasticity of total cost with the positive elasticity.
If we think logically, it is natural that its own increased emissions should also increase its
own abatement cost since it has more emissions to reduce, which seems to mean that
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TCqO should be positive. However, as shown in the equation, the denominator can be
negative depending on the relative size of the marginal coefficients and abatement
requirements of the two countries. Why is it so? This happens when country A is a seller
with much lower autarkic abatement cost than country B so that its profits from the
trading are even greater than its own abatement reduction costs required to meet the
target. For example, let us assume that the initial expected cost of country A is -10$.
After the emission increase, its realized cost turns out to be -5$. In this case, even though
the actual own cost increases, the cost change is negative as -50%. This shows that the
negative elasticity can mean increased costs. Therefore, it is still true that its own
increased emissions leads to increase in its own cost but the cost changes can be
negatively expressed in response to the emission changes when its own required
reduction cost is totally recovered by the profits through the trading.
Figure 5 shows how the changes in BAU emission levels influence the elasticity. For the
simulation, the same assumption as before is applied -- that caps are set at a level of 80%
of the BAU emission levels of the two countries. The values of 0.5 and 2.3 are used for
the marginal curve coefficients, a and b .
5 The marginal curve of a country is close to an exponential function, which is expressed as a
form of ae'3 . Ellerman and Sue Wing calculated the coefficients, a and # , for several
countries including Japan, the United States, EEC, OE, FSU, and EET using the EPPA model.
However, since we assume a linear marginal curve in this study, new marginal curve coefficients
have been calculated for those countries. The linear marginal curve with the new coefficients fits
the best into the exponential marginal curve. The following table provides coefficients for each
country.
Country Coefficient
USA 0.43
JPN 2.55
EEC 0.64
OOE 2.12
As seen in the table, we can divide the countries into two groups depending on their marginal
curve coefficients, and so the marginal coefficients of 0.5 and 2.3 are used for simulation in this
study.
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Figure 5. Elasticity of cost A with regard to the changes in the BAU emissions of count-y A
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As we can see, when country A is either a much smaller emitter or a much lower
reduction cost country, which implies that its trading profits can cover the own required
abatement cost, the elasticity is negative. Otherwise, the elasticity is positive. The
magnitude of the elasticity is determined by the relative size of the marginal coefficients,
commitment levels, and BAU emissions levels of the two countries. Therefore, it is
difficult to make a general conclusion about the magnitude of the elasticity.
4.4.2. Elasticity of cost A with regard to BAU emission changes of country B
The elasticity of cost for country A in response to changes in the BAU emission level of
country B is slightly different from the elasticity in response to changes in the BAU
emission of country A, which is
(28 0 2(aka - bkb)
TCaqb (ka + kb )[(2a + b)ka bkb]
The effect of the emission changes of the trading partner is determined by whether
country A is a seller or a buyer. As we can see from the equation, the sign of elasticity
can be as follows depending on the relative size among the related variables;
b1) when country A is a buyer, in other words ka > -kb, the increased emissions
a
of country B also increase cost of country A with a higher market-clearing
price. Therefore, ?lTCqo is positive in this case,
2) when country A is a seller but the trading profits are not large enough to cover
b b
its own required abatement cost, in other words b kb <ka < kb , the
2a+b a
increased emissions of country B leads to an decrease in cost of country A by
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Figure 6. Elasticity of cost A with regard to the changes in the BAU emissions of country B
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enabling country A to sell more pennits. Therefore, yrC~qo is negative in this case,
and
3) when country A is a seller and the trading profits are enough to recover its own
b
required abatement cost, in other words ka < kb , the increased
2a+b
emissions of country B also leads to an decrease in cost of country A. However,
the fact that the initial cost of country A is negative makes the changes
expressed as positive, as explained in 4.4.1. Therefore, qTcqo is positive.
Therefore, whether the country is a buyer or a seller determines how the changes in BAU
conditions of the trading partner have influences on its own cost. Figure 6 illustrates the
effect of the changes of country B for the different size of emissions and marginal
abatement coefficients of the two countries. As explained in 4.4.1, the exact magnitude of
the elasticity is difficult to estimate, though we can estimate the sign of the elasticity
through the buyer-seller relationship between the two countries.
4.4.3. Elasticity of cost A with regard to BAU GDP changes of country A
The elasticity of cost for country A relative to the changes in the BAU GDP of country A
with intensity caps is
2(ya [(2a +b)ka + akb]
( ay (ka + kb)[(2a+b)ka 
-bkb]
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This equation can be rewritten by replacing Ya with qa in the same way as in
Ya E(ya)
equation (24), which makes the elasticity a function of the percentage differences
between the actual and expectation GDPs of country A, the marginal coefficients, and
The BAU emission levels of both countries, as shown below:
(30) 7TC _ 2qa[(2a + b)ka + akb ] a(30) - Y
TC Y (ka +kb)[(2a+b)ka -bkb] E(y )
From equations (27) and (30), we find that the relationship between 7rCqo and 77TC y is
(31) TCy. - . Cq-
0
ted. Since is usually less than 1, the elasticity inE(ya) q
response to the changes in GDP is smaller than that in response to the changes in
emissions in terms of magnitude. Therefore, the changes in emission levels have a
greater effect on cost for country A than those in GDP.
4.4.4. Elasticity of cost A with regard to BAU GDP changes of country B
The elasticity of cost for country A in relative to the changes in the BAU GDP level of
country B with intensity caps is:
-
02 yb yb (aka - bkb)(2 Cy/ (ka +kb)[( 2 a +b)ka 
-bkb]
If we follow the same step as in 4.4.3, we find the following relationship between rC
and ?TrCy,:
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(33) 7rcy 
- o . Cq_-qb
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Table 2. Elasticities in each case -(1)
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
0 0 0
77P a- qa qa
(ka + kb) (ka + kb) (ka + kb)
qo 0 q00qb qb qb
7Pb(ka +kb) (ka +kb) (ka + kb)
pb
0
7,o 0 0 YaYa(ka + kb)
0- 0
77Pybo 0 YbYb 
-JbYb
(ka+kb) (ka+kb)
2q0 2q0 2qa7 TCqa
(ka+kb) (ka+kb) (ka +kb)
2 qbo 2qo 2qo
77TCq _ bqb b
(ka + kb) (ka + kb) (ka + kb )
TC
77 TCyo 0 0_- 27a(ka + kb)
0 0
?TCy~0 
2YbYb 
27bYb
(ka +kb) (ka +kb)
Table 2. Elasticities in each case-(2)
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
(2a +b)ka + akb (2a + b)ka + akb (2a +b)ka + akb
arc~q 
7 rCq (2a + b)ka - bkb alCq (2a+b)ka -bkb a (2a + b)ka - bkb
aka - bkb aka - bkb aka - bkb
b Cbqq (2a + b)ka - bkb TCq (2a + b)ka - bkb blCq (2a + b)ka - bkb
TCa
(2a +b)ka + akb
1 ?cjy 0 0 7 Cy* (2a+b)ka -bkb
aka - bkb aka - bkb
Cy~ 0 17TCy (2a + b)ka -b (2(2a+b)ka -bkb
bkb - aka bkb - aka bkb - aka
rc~q arCq (2b + a)kb - aka (2b + a)kb - aka arCq (2b + a)kb - aka
bka + (a + 2b)kb bka + (a + 2b)kb bka + (a + 2b)kb
b bCq' (2b + a)kb - aka brcq (2b + a)kb - aka Icqb (2b + a)kb - aka
TCb
bkb 
- aka
TCbyf 0 (2b+ a)kb - aka
bka +(a + 2b)kb bka +(a + 2b)kb
Chb 0 TCy (2b + a)kb - aka rCY (2b+a)kb 
-aka
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Chapter 5. CASE STUDY
If there is no uncertainty, we can estimate the exact price, total cost and cost for each
country in the future. Furthermore, there will be no difference in the price and cost with
different cap setting methods between absolute and intensity caps, since we know what
will happen in the future and then can set each cap to be equivalent. However, since the
uncertainty always exists, even though we set caps expecting to have the same
consequences in the future, the different cap setting methods will end up with different
results.
In the previous chapter, we explore the effects of changes in each parameter, the emission
and GDP level of each country, on the elasticity of price and cost. In this chapter, we
investigate the combining effects of the uncertainty in emissions and GDP influence on
the price, total cost, and cost for each country. Simple cases are illustrated to see the
effects.
When we refer to "changes" in this section, they are all expressed not in magnitude but in
percentage. The simulations have been done to find the differences in outcomes caused
by selecting different caps. Three cases are simulated: Case 1 is the case in which both
countries adopt absolute caps, Case 2 is one in which one country adopts an absolute cap
while the other adopts an intensity cap, and Case 3 is the one in which both countries
adopt intensity caps.
5.1. Two Countries With Equal Size Of Emissions
5.1.1. Price and total cost
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For countries having the same emission size, the elasticities of price with regard to qa
and q' are equivalent to each other considering equations (20) and (22). In addition,
lPy7 can be substituted with -(1-x) 7Pi using equation (25) (in other words, 7,0=
0.8 lPo assuming that caps are set as 80% of BAU emission levels). Therefore, the
equations of the price changes in the three cases can be simplified as the followings:
Case 1: P=77pq0(o0 + ^0),
Case 2: P q= ypq + + =17po(Q +45 -0.8j4 ), and
Case 3: P = 7pqoq4 + 7Pq4 + 7pyo + =Yapq -0.8j7 +±5 -0.89' ).
Since total cost change is always twice as great as price change, analysis on total cost has
been omitted. The behaviors of total cost changes are exactly the same as those of price
changes under the same conditions of emission and GDP changes.
5.1.1.1. Analysis of price and total cost change for the three cases
Case 1
Since the most popular form of caps is an absolute cap, we can consider Case 1 as a
reference case. In Case 1, the price changes are dependent only on changes in emission
levels of both countries. If the emission of one country increases while the emission of
the other decreases by the same percentage, there is no price change from their initial
expectations. On the other hand, if the emissions of countries both increase (decrease) at
the same time, the price changes become larger.
Case 2
If country B selects an intensity cap while country A has an absolute cap, which is Case 2,
the total price changes caused by emissions and GDP changes is the price changes in
Case 1 plus the price changes with regard to GDP change of country B. While the
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opposite behaviors of emission production of the two countries serve to cancel out the
effects in Case 1, having the GDP related term in Case 2 increases the price changes
when one country increases its emissions while the other decreases. Since the price
changes are negatively proportional to GDP changes, when GDP increases, the price
decreases, and vice versa. In this case in which the emission of one country increases and
the emission of the other decreases, the price change in Case 2 is always greater than in
Case 1.
However, when the two countries behave in such a way that both of them have increased
(decreased) emissions, the GDP change of country B serve either to reduce or to increase
price change compared to in Case 1, depending on the correlation between emission
levels and GDP of country B. If they are positively related, the effect of emission changes
of country B might be cancelled out by that of GDP changes, which leads to smaller price
change, three-fifths of the price change in Casel, in Case 2. Conversely, if emission
levels and GDP of country B behave in an opposite way, the price change becomes 1.4
times as great as that in Case 1, under the same conditions.
Case 3
Having intensity caps for the both countries adds one more term to the price change
equation for Case 2 that reflects the effect of GDP change of country A. When one of the
countries has increased emissions while the other has decreased, which means there is no
partial price change caused by emission changes, their GDP changes determine whether
the price change in this case is greater or smaller than that in Case 1 or Case 2. If both
GDPs increase (decrease) together, the price change is the greatest among the three cases.
In contrast, if GDP of one country increases while GDP of the other decreases by the
same percentage that GDP of the other country increases by, the GDP change effects of
the two cancel out and the price change is zero.
When the two have the same change of emissions, whether increased or decreased
emissions, the range of the possible price changes is the broadest in Case 3. If GDPs of
both countries have changed in the same way that emissions have changed, their changes
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in emissions and GDPs cancel out each other since the signs of elasticities in relation to
emission level and GDP changes are opposite to each other, which makes the change the
smallest, only one-fifths of the price change in Case 1, among the three cases under the
same change conditions. However, if GDPs of both countries behave differently from
how emissions of the two behave (in other word, GDP increases while emissions
decrease, and vice versa), the price change in Case 3 is going to be 1.8 times as great as
the price change in Case 1.
5.1.2. Costs for each country
Unlike the elasticities of price, the elasticities of cost A and Cost B with regard to q" and
qb are not equivalent to each other and have different equations depending on the
marginal coefficients of the two countries, a and b. The equations of the changes in cost
A and cost B in the three cases are
Case 1: TCi = 77c q- a + 77TCqo b'
"0 0 "00.AOCase 2: TC, = +7TCq: a 7 rc7qI & +Tcy Yb 7 rcGqi q Sa7TCq( ( -O.8j p) , and
Case 3:
"0 "0 "0 A 0 q-.
TC = 7 TC,q a +1 TCq + YrcyaYa + '7CyY 7=TCqi " -. 8 + bCqi (tS - .8pl )
5.1.2.1. Analysis of cost A and B changes for the three cases
When both countries have the same coefficient, there is no trading for countries with the
same emission size, since the autarkic marginal costs of the two countries are the same.
Therefore, we focus on the cases where both countries have different marginal curves in
this research. Since each elasticity cannot be easily simplified due to its complex fonm,
we plug real number into a and b, which are 0.5 and 2.3, respectively. A country with a
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marginal coefficient of 0.5 implies a low cost country that needs less cost to reduce the
same amount of emissions, while a country with a marginal coefficient of 2.3 implies a
high cost country. As shown in the table, a low cost country is more sensitive to the
changes in emissions and GDP than a high cost country.
Table 3. Elasticities of cost A and cost B for the same size emissions countries
Cost A
5 b a b 0Casel -[(3+-)-4 +(1 )-4b12 a a
5 b b
-[(3 + -) -4 + (1-)( - .8j )] 1)2 a a
Case2
5 b b
-[(3+ -)-(^ -0.8f )+(1 -- ). 022 a a
5 b b
Case3 -[(3 + -) -(^0 - 0.8j^) + (1) -(4 - .8j )]2 a a
Cost B
Case I[( a +3 - b]2 b b
5[(I -. 0 + (3+ -(d -08f )]2 b b
Case2
5[(1 a). + (3+ ) -(^ -0.85)]2)
2 b b
Case3 -[(1 )- (q - 0.8j )+(3+-) -( -. )2 b b
Note: 1) Country A has an absolute cap and Country B has an intensity cap.
2) Country A has an intensity cap and Country B has an absolute cap.
Case 1
Case 1 is the one in which both countries have absolute caps.
Sign of elasticities
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Its own emissions change is always positively correlated with its cost, meaning that if its
emissions increase, this also raise its economic burden and vice verso. It is because
having increased emissions requires the country to reduce more emissions than expected
in order to meet the emission target and these additional reduction efforts need additional
cost. This can be proven through the fact that its own elasticities of cost, Tc q0 and
5 b 5 a
77TC, q0 are always positive with -(3+ -) and - (3 + -), respectively.h 2 a 2 b
However, the effect of emission changes of the trading partner on its own cost is
determined by whether the country is a seller or a buyer. For the countries with the same
emission size, a lower marginal coefficient means the country is a seller while a higher
marginal coefficient means the country is a buyer. When emissions of the trading partner
that is a buyer increase, cost of the seller is going to be less than expected. Since the
buyer needs to buy more credits from the seller, the seller becomes to make more profits
from the trading. On the other hand, for a buyer, the increase of emissions of the partner
results in raising its cost since the market-clearing price is higher in this case and the
buyer has to pay more per credit now.
Relative magnitude of elasticities
For the countries with the same size of emissions, the effect of its own changes in the
BAU conditions on its cost is always greater than that of the trading partner, as shown in
the following relationships:
(33) 7TC, 1 q0 77TC, q1 ,and
(34) 77cI, q, 7rco 
-
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This suggests that its own emission change has more influence on the own cost than the
other country's emission change and that the effect of changes in the other country tends
to be offset by its own changes.
Furthermore, if both countries with the same size of emissions have similar emission
reduction cost functions with similar a and b, the effect of emissions changes of the
trading partner on its own cost becomes even less significant. On the assumption that
countries have the same level of stringent cap that is set as proportional to their emission
levels, their autarkic marginal costs would not be much different each other with the
similar marginal costs, which implies the small amount of emission permits trading.
Therefore, their own costs are not significantly influenced by the changes in the trading
partner.
Case 2
Unlike price and total cost, we need to consider two different situations to explain cost of
each country in Case 2. Depending on which country has an absolute or intensity cap, we
have two different cost equations for each country, as shown in Table 4. In Case 2,
whatever cap the trading partner has does not have a significant impact on its own cost.
Its own cost is more influenced by the type of the cap it has rather than by the type of the
cap the other has. For example, when country A has an absolute cap while country B has
an intensity cap, its own cost of country A is much less different from in Case 1 than that
of country B. The effect of its own BAU condition changes is greater than that of the
trading partner as shown in Case 1 so that the effect of the partner country is still offset
by its own changes regardless of cap selection of the trading partner. Therefore, countries
should pay more attention to what type of a cap it should have rather than the other
trading partner has.
At the extreme case where GDP and emissions of a country with an intensity cap is
perfectly negatively related, the cost of a country with an absolute cap is still more
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influenced by its own emission changes regardless of the correlation between GDP and
emissions of the trading partner.
Case 3
Now let us assume that both countries want to have intensity caps. The changes in
emissions and GDP of both countries have effects on cost change for cach country.
However, each country would care more about the correlation between its own emission
and GDP, since its own emission and GDP changes have greater impact on its own cost
changes than the other partner country BAU changes do.
5.1.3. Illustrative example
In order to get better understanding, let us think about an illustrative example of the two-
country model. Since many researchers already showed that GDP and emissions of one
country tend to be positively correlated, we assume that GDP and emissions of one
country have positive correlation. The followings are assumptions we make for this
example.
1) Both countries have the same size of emissions.
2) Reduction targets are set at 80% of their BAU emission levels.
3) GDP and emissions of a country are positively correlated.
4) GDP and emissions change only by 5% whether they increase or decrease.
5) Country A is a seller with a lower marginal abatement coefficient of 0.5 while
country B is a buyer with a higher marginal abatement coefficient of 2.3.
Figure 7, 8, 9, and 10 illustrate how total cost, Cost A, and Cost B changes when
emissions and GDP of the two countries change for the four different cases; Case 1 is the
one where both have absolute caps; Case 2-1) is the one where country A has an absolute
cap, while country B has an intensity cap; Case 2-2) is the one where country A has an
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emissions and GDP of both countries increase by 5%
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Figure 10. Total cost, Cost A, and Cost B changes for the same size emissions countries
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intensity cap, while country B has an absolute cap; and Case 3 is the one where both
countries have intensity caps.
When GDP and emissions of both countries increase, total cost, Cost A, and Cost B
change as shown in Figure 7. When both emissions increase under absolute caps in Case
1, total cost and respective costs for the two increase by the same percentage. Since both
have the same size of emissions, an increase in emissions by the same percentage for both
countries lead to the same amount of increase in the emission reduction requirements,
which results in the same cost increase for the two. In the same way, when both
emissions increase under intensity caps in Case 3, total cost and respective costs for the
two increase by the same percentage though the changes are smaller than the cost
changes in Case 1, since emissions change effects are attenuated by GDP changes with
intensity caps so that both have looser caps in Case 3 than in Case 1.
Meanwhile, in Case 2-1) country A comes to have the same cap as in Case 1, while
country B has a looser cap with an intensity cap adjusted by GDP, compared to Case 1.
Therefore, country A, a seller, faces more economic burdens due to decreased permit
selling caused by a looser cap of country B. In contrast, country B benefits from an
intensity cap having less reduction requirements and has lower cost. The system wide
total cost decreases as the total abatement decreases with adjustment by GDP changes of
country B. In Case 2), country A has a less stringent cap while country B has the same
cap as Case 1, which leads to far smaller cost for country A through selling more credits
and having decreased own reduction cost. Country B also has smaller cost than in Case 1,
since country B can buy more permits at a lower price.
Figure 8 is the opposite case of Figure 7 having a symmetric shape and characteristics of
the graph shown in Figure 7. Therefore, Figure 8 can be explained in the same way as
above.
What if emissions of one country increase while emissions of the other decrease? Figure
9 and 10 have the answer. Figure 9 illustrates the case where country A has an increased
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emissions while country B has an decreased emissions and GDP, which shows how cost
for each country can be distributed when there is no change in total cost from
expectations. When both have absolute caps like Case 1, the increases in emissions of
country A cause it to face much higher cost burden than expected and the decreases in
emissions of country B also lead to lower cost for country B. However, the changes are
much greater in country A. This can be explained by the fact that since country A is a
much lower cost country, even small changes provoke much higher percentage changes
in the cost compared to country B. Therefore, though both have the same percentage
changes in emissions - one increases and the other decreases by 5 %-, the cost changes
for each are not even.
In Case 2-1), the intensity cap adjusted by GDP makes country B keep a relatively similar
level of cap as expected so that Cost B is not much different from the expectations.
Country A has the same level of cap as in Case 1 but has lower cost by making profits
through selling more credits to country B. However, this does not significantly decrease
cost for country A, which still faces high reduction cost caused by its own emissions
increases. In Case 2-2), the total cost becomes lower than expected with less total
reduction requirement. Cost B is also even lower than in Case 1 though country B has the
same reduction requirements. It is because that country B can buy more credits at lower
price from country A, since country A has now lower autarkic marginal cost with a looser
cap adjusted by GDP.
Figure 10 is the opposite case of Figure 9 having a symmetric shape and characteristics of
the graph shown in Figure 9. Therefore, Figure 10 can be explained in the same way as
above.
This example leads to the following conclusions.
1) The system wide total cost changes are determined by the sum of reduction
requirement of the two countries, as we already know from the two-country model
equation. However, the total cost changes are distributed to each country not in a
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simple way depending on the emissions reduction cost structure and cap-method
selection of the country.
2) Sellers are more sensitive to changes, which means the same changes result in bigger
impacts on the lower cost countries. This is because its own cost itself is much
smaller than that of buyers so that even small absolute changes lead to high
percentage change in the cost.
3) In the most cases, a country is more influenced by its own changes than by the trading
partner's change. If there are changes which make the country have a tighter cap, its
cost increases regardless of changes by the trading partner.
5.2. Two Countries With Different Size Of Emissions
5.2.1. Price and total cost
For countries having the same emission size, the elasticities of price with regard to qa
and q' are the same as shown in 4.1. However, for countries having different emission
size, the elasticities are not the same. Elasticity in response to qi is proportional to q'.
For example, according our assumptions, let's say country A has 1 OOMMT and country B
has 1500MMT of emissions. In this case, when emissions of the two countries change by
the same, the partial price change caused by q' is 15 times as great as the partial price
change by q'. Depending on which country chooses to have intensity cap, Case 2 has
two scenarios since the two countries have the different size of emissions. We can derive
the equations of the price changes for the three cases under the assumptions we made, as
the followings:
Case 1: a=rqo(+15 -4),
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Case 2: P = 77pqO4 + ±17+YoS4p =^ 7q( 4 +15 -7 -12i1 ), or
Case 2: P = 71PqO4q ± + q1 b + = )p7qo( 4 -0.8j^ +15 . ),and
Case 3: a=t ± +y L ±1+pO 5 3 + = 7PqO ( -0.8^ +154Z -12"$).
As previously mentioned, since the behaviors of total cost changes are exactly the same
as those of price changes under the same conditions of emission and GDP changes,
analysis on the total cost is omitted.
Case 1
In Case 1, the price changes are dependent only on changes in emission levels of both
countries. Since 7Pq is 15 times as great as 7Pq(, the price change is mostly determined
by q^ . Therefore, when we assume that the BAU emissions change only by ± 5%
percentage, whether the two countries have the same changes (in other words, both have
increased emissions or both have decreased emissions) or not does not make a big
difference in price change, contrary to the case of two countries with the same size
emissions. If the both have increased (decreased) emissions, the price change is
16 qpq -0, while if one of them has increased emissions and the other has decreased
emissions, the price change is ±15 - , which is not greatly different from
16 7PqO q,
Case 2
Since l7qo and 17Pq, are very different, the emission size of the country which accepts
intensity cap is an important factor in differentiating Case 2 from Case 1. If a large
emitter chooses intensity caps, the price change in Case 2 is going to be much larger or
smaller than that in Case 1 depending on the correlation between its emissions and GDP.
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If a small emitter chooses intensity caps, the price change in Case 2 is going to be not
much different from that in Case 1.
When country B, a large emitter, selects an intensity cap, if its emissions and GDP
behave in the same way (i.e. both increase or both decrease), the effects of changes on the
price cancel out each other and the price change is much smaller than that in Case 1 since
the price change is ?7PqO (q, + 3 - ). In this case, the effect of county B has been much
reduced. However, when its emissions and GDP behave in the opposite way (i.e. the
emissions increase while GDP decreases), the price change is going to be more affected
by 40 as 77pqo(q +27-40).
Meanwhile, when country A, a small emitter, chooses an intensity cap, the differences
between Case 1 and Case 2 are minor since the price change is still mainly affected by
40 regardless of changes in emissions and GDP of country A. When the emissions and
GDP of country A change by the same percentage, the most price change is caused by
40 since emissions and GDP changes of country A cancel out each other and the price
change becomes qg (0.2q +15 . 40). Conversely, if the emissions and GDP of country
A change into the opposite direction (i.e. emissions increase while GDP decreases), the
price change is still determined by q^ since the elasticity in relation to q is much
greater. The price change is t7 pqo (1 .8q +15 -q^ ) in this case.
Case 3
Since both countries choose intensity caps and the elasticities in response to the condition
changes of country B is much greater, the effects of q^ and ^j on the price are as
considerable as in Case 1. The price change in Case 3 is also mostly determined by 40
and Yb . Therefore, the correlation between those two is a significant factor to determine
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how much the price would differ from the initial expectations, while the correlation
between 4, and ^j is not a major problem.
If 4 and 0j are positively correlated, the price change will become
77go (1.8q + 3 -qZ) or ~qpqO (0.2q + 3 -q^), depending on the correlation between q^0
and j^. In this case, especially when q^ and ^0 are negatively correlated so that the
price change becomes 17Pqo (1.8q + 3 -q), the effect of changes of country A on the
price is relatively comparable to that of country B. Meanwhile, if 4 and j0 are
negatively correlated, the price change will become qq (1.8 + 27-q^) or
Pq0 (0.2q +27 -qA), also depending on the correlation between q and fg.
5.2.2. Costs for each country
Case 1
As we see in the previous section for price and total cost change, cost for each country is
also greatly influenced by the changes in emissions of country B that has much greater
emission size. When country A is a low cost country, a little increase in emissions of
country B will serve to reduce a great part of cost A, while increasing economic burdens
for country B. On the other hand, when country A is a high cost country, a little increase
in emissions of country B will raise cost A and reduce cost B by a greater amount.
Therefore, the relative size of the marginal coefficients plays a significant role in
deciding which country would be benefited from the BAU condition changes of the two
countries. Especially, cost. B is more vulnerable to the changes in the BAU conditions
than cost A since elasticity in response to q0 is much greater than other elasticities.
Meanwhile, both countries have the same cost curve, the cost of each country is not
influenced by the BAU condition changes of the other country.
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Case 2
If country A switches to an intensity cap while country B keeps an absolute cap, cost for
each country does not differ that much from Case 1. However, if country B has an
intensity cap while country A has an absolute cap, this can make a great difference
depending on the correlation between q^ and j4 . If those two are positively related, the
effect of the changes in emissions and GDP of country A will be canceled out so that cost
A and cost B will slightly change from the expectations. However, if they are negatively
related, the effect of the changes will be amplified so that cost A and cost B will be very
different from the expectations.
Table 4. Elasticities of cost A and cost B when country A and country B produce 100MMT
and 1500MMT respectively
Cost A
5 7a+b q a-15b)-15q[]
16 a-7b a -7b
5 7a+b (a-5b).(I5q 
-12 0)]
16 a-7b a-7b
Case 2
5 7a+b qa - a-15b)-15 ^ ]
16 a-7b a-7b
Case 3 5 R 7a+b)'(" -0.8 a")+( )-15b)-(1540 -125 ^ )]
16 a-7b a-7b
Cost B
5 15b-a 15a+31b
Case I [( ) -qa +( ) -15qb]16 15b+7a 15b+7a
5 15b-a 15a + 31b 0 ( -
16 15b+7a 15b+7a
Case 2
5 15b-a _15a +31b1
16 15b+7a 15b+7a
5 15b-a 15a+31b) 1 5 qo 1 2 ^)]Case 3 -- [( ).-(^aQ -a)+( 15b + 7a -1Y)16 15b+7a 1b7
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Case 3
In Case 3, we assume that both countries want to have intensity caps. Since the economic
size of country B is much bigger than that of country A, the cost changes for both
countries are mainly determined by the correlation between and ^j like Case 2.
5.2.3. Illustrative example
As shown in 4.1.3, we also can provide similar illustrative example for different
emissions size countries with the same assumptions except that country A and country B
produce 100 and 1500 MMT emissions respectively. In addition, we assume that country
A and country B have the same marginal abatement coefficients. Case 1, Case 2-1), Case
2-2), and Case 3 are the same cases as we see in 4.1.3.
Figure 11 shows total cost and respective costs changes of the two countries when both
have increased emissions. Since country A is a much smaller emitter than country B,
country A is a seller and, furthermore, its own cost is even recovered from the trading so
that it makes profits from the trading without having any economic burden for its own
commitment. Therefore, positive cost changes of country A in the graph implies that it
actually gains more profits as opposed to the previous example where positive cost
changes implies more economic burden to the country. When both have absolute targets,
the increased emissions in the two countries lead to cost increases for country B and more
profits for country A. When country A has an intensity cap and the cap for country A is
adjusted by GDP, the effect of the changes on the emission trading system is negligible,
as shown for Case 2-2). However, when country B has an intensity cap and the emissions
changes are adjusted by GDP with the cap, cost for country B is much lower than in Case
1, while country A has less profits by selling fewer permits to country A than in Case 1.
Figure 12 is the opposite condition of Figure 11 with decreased emissions for both
countries.
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Figure 11. Total cost, Cost A, and Cost B changes for the different size emissions countries
(country A: 100MMT, country B: 1500MMT) when emissions and GDP of both countries
increase by 5%
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Figure 12. Total cost, Cost A, and Cost B changes for the different size emissions countries
(country A: 100MMT, country B: 1500MMT) when emissions and GDP of both countries
decrease by 5%
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Figure 13. Total cost, Cost A, and Cost B changes for the different size emissions countries
(country A: 100MMT, country B: 1500MMT) when emissions and GDP of country A
increase and those of country B decrease by 5% respectively
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Figure 14. Total cost, Cost A, and Cost B changes for the different size emissions countries
(country A: 100MMT, country B: 1500MMT) when emissions and GDP of country A
decrease and those of country B increase by 5% respectively
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Case 3
Meanwhile, Figure 11, 12, 13, and 14 clearly show how a small emission country is
influenced by a big emission country. Figure 11 and 14, and Figure 12 and 15 have very
similar changes in total cost and respective country costs for the different four cases.
Figure 11 and 14 illustrate the cases where country B, a big emitter, has increased
emissions while country A has increased emissions in Figure 11 and decreased emissions
in Figure 13. As shown emission changes in country A does not have significant
influence on costs for both countries under the four different cases.
Therefore, we can observe the followings through this example.
1) Emission and GDP changes in a small emitter do not have a significant effect on
the total cost and even its own cost. A larger emitter tends to dominate total cost
and costs for both countries.
2) For a small emission country, its own cap selection does not have a significant
effect on the trading system including the total cost and its own cost. Total cost
and its own cost are more dependent on what cap the other larger emitter has.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a simple mathematical model for two countries is developed to show how
price, total cost and respective cost for each country would respond to the changes in the
BAU conditions such as emissions and GDP, which are usually different from
expectations, under an emission trading scheme.
The elasticity formulas of price and costs show that price and total cost respond to the
emission changes of the countries change with sensitivity proportional to the weighted
total abatement amounts by the emission size of the country that has emissions changes.
In addition, we find that BAU emission changes have more influence on price and costs
than GDP changes, which implies that price and costs are less sensitive to GDP changes
than to emissions changes. Meanwhile, the elasticities of cost for each country are
complicated and hard to make a general conclusion. However, we are clear about the
following two facts: one is that its own changes are always positively related to its cost.
For example, its increased emissions also increase its costs and vice versa. And the other
is that the effect of the changes of the trading partner is determined by whether the
country is a seller of buyer. Depending on what role the country has, the increased
emissions of the trading partner either increase or decrease the cost of the country.
Our simple case study is provided to help understand the complex interactions of the
elasticities under different situations. Since many researchers showed that emissions and
GDP tend to be positively correlated, we make the positive correlation assumption in
doing this simulation, where Case 3 with intensity caps for both is the most ideal in the
sense that it enables to best keep the initial expectations.
For the same emission size countries, cost for a seller country more fluctuate according to
the changes since it has originally smaller abatement cost and the same effect of the
changes results in bigger percentage change on a seller country. Additionally, in the most
cases, its BAU condition changes have greater impacts on the own cost changes than
changes of the trading partner regardless of whether the country is a seller or a buyer.
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For the different size emissions countries, the most important factor to determine the total
cost and its distribution is the relative size of emissions of the countries. Emission
changes of small emissions countries do not have a significant effect on its own cost as
well as cost of the trading partner. In addition, what cap it chooses does not have a
considerate effect on its own cost and the total system, either. The larger emissions
countries dominate the system including price and costs.
As shown in the two-country model and the following illustrative example, the trading
system is determined by the relative size of emissions and marginal coefficients of the
trading parties. For the similar size emissions countries, they do not need to pay much
attention to their trading partners since the effects of their own changes are greater than
those of the others. They should rather focus on studying the correlation characteristics of
their own GDP and emissions to make a better decision in selecting cap methods among
absolute and intensity caps, and indexed caps, which minimize the differences between
the expectations and realizations of the outcomes. On the other hand, under an emission
trading scheme with different emission size participants, which is closer to reality than
the previous case, a small size country should be concerned with what the other larger
size countries are doing, since the larger ones will dominate the system.
To sum up, we clearly show that there are complex interactions among the elasticities of
price and costs in response to the changes in emissions and GDP and we believe that
selection of proper caps should be made according to the relative size of emissions of the
affected countries, their respect marginal coefficients and their characteristics of
correlation of GDP and emissions. Finally, we might be able to expand our mathematical
model to a multi-country model based on this research for further research.
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